haslam. Quite sure of it. My brother's mad on golf. My
mother's mad on gardening. Theyre not intellectual, you know.
Mr Barnabas and the doctor have to go mad on something in-
tellectual. This three hundred years stunt is a priceless refuge for
them.
clara. Well, you comfort me. I need it badly, God knows.
Thank you. For myself, I had far rather have a comforting s"on-
in-law than one with lots of money. Savvy'd spend it all anyhow,
if you had a million. The way she runs through boots! And theyre
fortyfive shillings a pair now.
haslam. It's awfully good of you to take to me like this, Mrs
Barnabas.
clara. There are not so many people in the world that one can
take to. [Looking at him critically] After all, you may come to be
an archbishop yet. Old Archbishop Chettle, who was my father's
tutor at Durham, was just as ridiculous as you are.
haslam. People dont mind it so much when they come to
know me.
clara. I am a little ridiculous myself, you know. I cannot
suffer fools gladly. You dont seem to mind. Can you put up with
me as a mother-in-law? I wont come too often.
haslam. You will suit ine down to the ground. Fancy your
turning out so pricelessly jolly as this!
clara [pleased] Very well. Now run off to the drawing room?
and ask Rosie to play.
haslam. I'd a jolly sight rather hear Savvy play.
clara. Savvy doesnt want to play. Rosie is dying for an ex-
cuse to play Saint Nepomuk's Eve because it always fetches
Franklyn from the billiard room to listen to her. Imm will never
think of asking her to play: he will only talk her head off. Be kind
to her, and ask her for something by Hugo Wolf.
haslam. Rather a lark it would be, wouldnt it, if Uncle Imm
were to cut Mr Barnabas out with Mrs Etteen?
clara, Imm has no ear for music. She cant do it with the piano
anyhow.
A hollow chord of G flat and D flat is heard droning from the
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